Pontiac grand am won t start

In my case, drove the car one day and all the doors unlocked. The next day, the car wouldn't
start. Had it towed. Mechanic was able to start it fine. He kept it a week and started it every day.
Picked it up and while driving it home all the doors unlocked. Next day Just to clarify also Tried
to reset the security system just in case by turning on the key and waiting. Still won't start.
Also, mechanic couldn't get it to throw a code. His guess is that it needs a new ignition but I
don't want invest that type of money if it is possibly a passlock issue. I have seen others with
the same issue, changed the ignition, and still have the same problem. Any suggestions would
be great! Dannyl answered 5 years ago. There is a website containing some bypass info for that
system. The code is the enhanced type, normally a when the car has power but wont crank. The
bypass is for unable to recognize the key. If your problem is similar it can be of some help. If
you have switvh problem, it can be your ign switch. Even your dealer has trouble getting these
to act up with enough frequency to make it an exact science. Gm has recalled some of the
switches. But they have to be the last word, and consulting them can get you info that can also
help. Anybody that works on it is going to need experience to keep from having alot of time in it.
Guess fixing is expensive. Otherwise, the bypass could possibly be an answer. I turn them to
run, wait till the security light goes out, then, cycle the key and start it when that is their cause.
You would think an enhanced code would be stored? Mechanical breakdown insurance and
extended warranties are needed when all these systems are in a car and you keep it past the
warranty period. Melody answered 3 years ago. Well we just got my car from a friend it's a
Pontiac Grand Am SE it'll turn over but it won't start. Othahall answered 2 years ago. I have a
grand am i drove 2 da store n came bk n tried 2 recrank it but it wont start all it do is turn over
no crank they security light dont blink r nun wanna no y it want crank. I have a grand am Gt i
went 2 da store n came bk n i tried 2 recrank it but wont start all it do is turn over but security
light dont blink. Geraldb95 answered 2 years ago. I have a Pontiac grand am and I was driving it
to work this morning and all of a sudden it just died. Pressing on the gas pedal and nothing
happened. All lights and everything were fading out when I tried cranking it. Battery is really old.
Any help? He kept it a w My 03 Pontiac grand am won't start ,new battery I don't see security
light blinking ,now if I got out the next morning it will start could it be the ignition or a switch. I
replaced my 02 pontiac grand am starter because my starter went out. Now when I try turning
on the car nothing happens. No dash lights turn on, only thing that turns on is the Radio and the
head Just had new exhaust, sensors, and a starter put in. Now, it will turn over, but will not
start. What could be causing this? My mechanic is baffled. O2 grand am 4cyl not getting fuel..
Took ac fuse out and now i hear a relay but not power by fuel pump.. CarGurus has 4
nationwide Grand Am listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Content submitted by Users
is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Pontiac Grand Am question. Search Pontiac Grand Am Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale.
Used Pontiac Firebird 10 listings. Used Pontiac Bonneville 1 listing. Used Cars for Sale. In my
case, drove the car one day and all the doors unlocked. The next day, the car wouldn't start.
Had it towed. Mechanic was able to start it fine. He kept it a week and started it every day.
Picked it up and while driving it home all the doors unlocked. Next day Just to clarify also Tried
to reset the security system just in case by turning on the key and waiting. Still won't start.
Also, mechanic couldn't get it to throw a code. His guess is that it needs a new ignition but I
don't want invest that type of money if it is possibly a passlock issue. I have seen others with
the same issue, changed the ignition, and still have the same problem. Any suggestions would
be great! Dannyl answered 5 years ago. There is a website containing some bypass info for that
system. The code is the enhanced type, normally a when the car has power but wont crank. The
bypass is for unable to recognize the key. If your problem is similar it can be of some help. If
you have switvh problem, it can be your ign switch. Even your dealer has trouble getting these
to act up with enough frequency to make it an exact science. Gm has recalled some of the
switches. But they have to be the last word, and consulting them can get you info that can also
help. Anybody that works on it is going to need experience to keep from having alot of time in it.
Guess fixing is expensive. Otherwise, the bypass could possibly be an answer. I turn them to
run, wait till the security light goes out, then, cycle the key and start it when that is their cause.
You would think an enhanced code would be stored? Mechanical breakdown insurance and
extended warranties are needed when all these systems are in a car and you keep it past the
warranty period. Melody answered 3 years ago. Well we just got my car from a friend it's a
Pontiac Grand Am SE it'll turn over but it won't start. Othahall answered 2 years ago. I have a

grand am i drove 2 da store n came bk n tried 2 recrank it but it wont start all it do is turn over
no crank they security light dont blink r nun wanna no y it want crank. I have a grand am Gt i
went 2 da store n came bk n i tried 2 recrank it but wont start all it do is turn over but security
light dont blink. Geraldb95 answered 2 years ago. I have a Pontiac grand am and I was driving it
to work this morning and all of a sudden it just died. Pressing on the gas pedal and nothing
happened. All lights and everything were fading out when I tried cranking it. Battery is really old.
Any help? He kept it a w My 03 Pontiac grand am won't start ,new battery I don't see security
light blinking ,now if I got out the next morning it will start could it be the ignition or a switch. I
replaced my 02 pontiac grand am starter because my starter went out. Now when I try turning
on the car nothing happens. No dash lights turn on, only thing that turns on is the Radio and the
head Just had new exhaust, sensors, and a starter put in. Now, it will turn over, but will not
start. What could be causing this? My mechanic is baffled. O2 grand am 4cyl not getting fuel..
Took ac fuse out and now i hear a relay but not power by fuel pump.. I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Pontiac Grand Am question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Pontiac Grand Am Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Extreme
weather can be very difficult on your Pontiac Grand Am. If there is an issue it often make itself
known when conditions are at their worst. It very well could be the cold weather that is keeping
your Grand Am from starting. A battery has two different ratings, cranking amps and cold
cranking amps. Cold cranking amps are the batteries ability to start turn the engine over when it
is cold. Battery capacity diminishes with time and use. This often happens when you have a six
cylinder model, and you get the battery for a four cylinder. The heavier molecules in the thicker
oil can keep the engine from turning over fast enough to start. For instance, maybe you bought
10W when the manufacturer called for 5W Condensation can build up in the gas tank as
temperatures change. If the engine is cranking fast, as though the battery is fine, this is a
definite possibility. Here are some tried and true ways to start your car in the cold. They are
presented in a way that would help you troubleshoot a car that you may be sitting in right now
in the order that makes most sense for getting you moving right away. This gives the fuel pump
plenty of time to prime the injectors. Leave it inside for a few hours. This can really help it crank
the car over. Be careful handling the battery. Jumping the Grand Am will get it moving around
again in no time. Jump starting utilizes the power from another vehicles battery and alternator
to charge your battery and help the vehicle start right there on the spot. You can take the
battery into the local parts store to have it tested. That would be prudent before outright
replacing it. You want to get a battery that can handle at a minimum what the manufacturer
recommends. Cold cranking amps are a standard. If it warms back up outside, you may get a
few good starts out of it, but its days are numbered. Water in Fuel Line Condensation can build
up in the gas tank as temperatures change. Jump Start Jumping the Grand Am will get it moving
around again in no time. Replace the Battery You can take the battery into the local parts store
to have it tested. I have replaced the fuel filter, changed the oil, spark plugs, thermostat, oil
filter, still have power to the car, all lights and sounds work. It is a pain in the ass when you get
into your car and it wont start. I work for a living and dont like the fact of sitting at a gas station
and jiggling keys to get my car started. Couldn't start my car one day in the winter, battery had
died. Replaced battery and then i had wierd electrical problems and the car did not start
properly. Traced it to a bad battery terminal bolt which i ended up having my mechanic fix. Once
these battery terminal bolts corrode or rust, they need to be replaced and is fairly cheap to
replace. It's also easy to strip the bolt threads or the battery terminal threads. Keep an extra set
of these terminal bolts just in case. They are cheap and easy to replace. I got in my car to go
Christmas shopping and had to get groceries as well. Car is in garage and won't start. Lately
has been grinding before starting and the clock needs re-setting every morning. Seems like
there must be a drain on engine when it isn't running, but have not discovered anything. If you
have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 3 reports replace battery
terminal bolts 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet
this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Grand Am
problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Pontiac mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your
area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. The first time this
happened, I parked my car for maybe an hour, no troubles leading up to it, I get in my car and it
wont start. I have power to the radio, lights, dash, etc, just not the engine itself. So I jumped the

car, replaced the battery, replaced the ground wire, replaced the starter, nothing. Then about a
week later of playing around with different things, it just started on the next try. No indication of
what it could be, I had a friend from a nearby shop look at it and he said he couldn't figure it out,
everything seems to be working fine. I googled this problem various times and many people
have had the same issue. The card stated no charge. Two day later I am shopping for Easter
dinner and at the grocery store, the car would not start. When I placed the key in the ignition the
interior lights would come on but the key would not turn the car on. Wayne Goodlow told me
that his technician knows to rest and that he highly dout that is the reason to why the car not
working. I asked him for a tow to have my car come back there and he refuss to assist me with a
tow. I said ok and we ended the call. I made it to my appointment and when I was driving back
home it cut off on me and stalled. I waited about 10 mins and started it back again and got it
home. I drove the car home and it stalled on me in my parking lot and I had to have my neighbor
help me park the car backwards so I can have a tow the car will not start and when I made the
turn to park the car cut off on me and would not start. Follow up Grand Am Competition
Chevrolet diagnostic fuel pump and fuel system clean up. The car dint started. Competition
chevrolet wave the fee than started all over again. They found the problem in the coding
system,best way to describe it computer dint recognize code or they were fading.
Approximately 30 kilometer each way. I am a transit operator you certainly can understand I am
time sensitive. All the problem that car cause dint help. However this s two month now and the
problem dint happen,i cross my fingers Thanks to Competition Chevrolet for their work. Pontiac
and dealer should stand behind their product and stop complicating our life with stupid
modification who get you stuck in worse situation. Also think should be simple and free of
interference. Car won't start most of the time I have had the "brain" under the hood replaced
and the ignition switch repaced after the security light was staying on and was told that it was
going out Car would NOT turn over. After installing an aftermarket stereo on my GA, the car
randomly wouldn't start. Got it towed and diagnosed - something wrong with the passkey in the
ignition, had onboard computer reset. Continued happening 2 more times, resolved the same
way. The fourth time I decided to try disconnecting the stereo, started right away. I installed a
dual-throw switch for the power and battery line to the stereo to virtually disconnect it when
issue occurs again. Strangely, it has been over a year now and it hasn't happened again. I guess
the small resistance added by the switch was enough to resolve the issue. Bought this car for
my son's first car. Now 2 yrs after owning it having issues with car not starting. Originally
started with security light issue and having to do reset process, then all dash warning lights
coming on at the same time while driving down the road at 50 mph and going out a few minutes
later. Then it started having sporadic issues of not starting without a security light issue.
Steadily got worse. Son going back to college with car and didn't want to worry about him being
stranded 2 states away. That was a month and half ago, my son tells me he has had 3 instances
of car not starting in the last 2 weeks. What is up with this car and why can't anyone fix this
electrical problem? Wish I had seen these complaints before I bought this stupid car we've
replaced rotors, water pump and catalytic converter on this car already also. I feel duped from
the consumer car reviews I researched before buying this car. After bringing it back to the
dealer 3 times. I was told it was the battery. New battery same issue 4 days later. Worked on the
car myself, It is a bad wire between the ingition switch and fuse box. Had to splice it. Sometimes
car starts, other times she won't until about 10 trys or so. Mechanic said he got a security code
on the computer and changed out the ignition switch with the chip in it, Said that the the fuel
pump was fine. She still has the same problem. After months of fighting with the dealer about
the problem it started everytime i had it towed there i finally narrowed it down to condensation
being linked to it not starting. My car was fine until the weather started getting hotter. On a real
hot day the car don't seem to start. I realized that when I turn the ignition to on the fuel pump
doesn't come on line. Usually you will be able to hear the pump running before you turn your
key start. I have to turn off and on for about three to four times before I hear the pump run and
then the car starts. If I don't wait for the pump to run the car will not start. When I first realized
this problem last summer, I brought the car to the mechanic, he told me to change the fuel
pump. That cost me bucks. Then the problem came back a week later and this time he told me
to change the ignition switch. Another bucks for that. Now since the weather is getting hotter,
the same symptoms appear. I will just wait for the pump to run, before I start. Does anyone has
a solution for this? Last week I was in a hurry to leave and go to a meeting. I got into my Pontiac
Grand Am, which has been absolutely flawless since I purchased her, and turned the key and
absolutely nothing. All the lights came on as if everything was okay, but no clicking or or starter
sound. I took her to a mechanic and was told it was the starter, that costs I was waiting there
and noticed that the car did the same thing after he installed the starter. I was really pissed now
as my old starter was already switched out for the core charge. So I went outside to smoke and

walk off my anger. I came back in and it was running! Well, two days later, the same thing
happened, so I located the fix on my own, and it turns out it was the magnet inside the ignition
switch goes bad, so there is a bypass solution!!!!! It worked great, read everything and make
sure that the car is ON!!!! Very important. Good luck to everyone that has this problem, and it
really is a easy fix, took me about three hours to do it slowly, I will take pictures for anyone who
needs them. I love this car, and hope I can keep it for many more miles! Remember, this is a GM
problem, so it happens on many of their other automobiles. At least it is an easy fix. About two
months ago I couldn't get my Pontiac Grand Am to start. The mechanics worked on it, but the
next day I had the same problem. I have taken the car to the shop many times and they can't
seem to fix it. Sometimes the car starts right up like nothing is wrong with it and other times it
takes several tries. A friend suggested that it wasn't getting fuel. I ran some errands and went
back home to get something - parked in front of my house, when I came back car wouldn't start.
It's turning over, but there doesn't seem to be any juice to it. Checked battery - all o. Neighbor
thought it might be the fuel pump - had it towed to repair shop next morning after trying to start
it again!!! They kept the car for 2 days and used it to run errands, etc Finally, I had my son pick
it up and park it in fron of my office bldg. Finally took the dam thing home of course it started
just fine form there and drove it about 14 miles to my house. No problem. Let my son borrow it 20 min later got a call Car would not start when hot, gauges erratically worked Well it is pretty
bad when a ignition switch goes bad under 50k miles, my Firebird never had a ignition switch
go bad, another example of pitiful workmanship and below average parts manufacturing
associated with American cars these days. I sad day in America. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Ask your Pontiac dealer. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Grand Am problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Pontiac mechanic Read reviews of
repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Car lost power while driving, engine would start but not turn
over. Definitely a dead fuel pump. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
ProTech: Are you sure you got the pushrods put back in the pr
used repair manuals
toyota camry neutral safety switch
1992 chrysler
oper location? There are two different lengths for exhaust and intake. Would need to know for
sure if they are correctly installed. You do NOT need to do anything special with the computer
after it sits. It should have started right up. Even if the lifters needed oil pressure to pump up, it
should have started after cranking it a bit. Go over your work and you should be able to find the
problem. I have a Pontiac grand am. Last week I took it to the shop to see why it was
overheating. I was told it was the thermostat and water pump and that i would need to replace a
belt down the line. I have no idea what could be causing this noise.. If the belt has been exposed
to a lot of coolant , it can make noise while driving or when the engine is running. Or, a bad belt
tensioner can make a clicking type noise, too. Also, if the water pump pulley bolts were left
loose, the pulley can make noise as well. You might want to have him or her take another look at
it. Skip to main content. Robin Allen.

